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Fairy tales, based on the oral folk tale tradition, blend elements of 
fantasy, romance, and didactism, among others. Interpretations of tradi
tional fairy tales, most notably those gathered and revised by Jacob and 
Wilhelm Grimm in the first half of the 19th century, have labeled the stories 
at times nationalistic, sexist, and racist, and while suggestions of these may 
in fact be present, these interpretations prove the importance of the moral 
message of fairy tales. Fairy tales are recognized to be a powerful medium 
to influence readers. The amount of scholarship devoted to fairy tales 
illustrates their recognized impact on society. Fairy tales rooted in the oral 
tradition, which were passed from generation to generation and shared by 
an entire community, tend to reflect the standards of the community, but 
those tales individually composed for print often display more individualistic 
ideals. Recent fairy tale authors continue to employ conventions of the 
genre, often retelling classic tales from a different perspective; feminist fairy 
tales appear to be most prevalent. However, this reliance on fairy-tale 
conventions to emphasize morals and messages, including those of a 
feminist perspective, is not new in American literature: Sarah Orne Jewett 
adapts and alters conventional themes, most notably those of "Little Red 
Riding Hood" and "Sleeping Beauty," to create a 19th century feminist fairy 
tale in "A White Heron." 

With traditional fairy tales, writes Marcia K. Lieberman, in addition 
to the surface-level plot, readers "learn behavioral and associational pat
terns, value systems, and how to predict the consequences of specific acts 
or circumstances" (187). More specifically, traditional fairy tales "present a 
picture of sex roles, behavior, and psychology, and a way of predicting 
outcome or fate according to sex" (187). What distinguishes women in 
traditional fairy tales is their complaisant fulfillment of domestic duties and 
eventual rescue by a prince or other male authority figure. (It must be noted 
that these characteristics fit only the heroine of a tale and not other women 
characters - i.e., the "wicked" stepmother, et. al. As Lieberman illustrates, 
"Those women who are either partially or thoroughly evil are generally shown 
as active, ambitious, strong-willed and, most often, ugly" [ 197] .) "Cinderella" 
is the classic, most obvious fairy tale that illustrates both these factors: 
Cinderella accepts the abuse and demands of her stepmother and stepsis
ters without complaint, and Prince Charming is the one who rescues her 
from the situation - something even her fairy godmother did not do. 

Another key characteristic of many traditional fairy tales builds 
upon the relationship between the heroine and her prince. The male often 
serves as both a source of financial wealth and sexual awakening for the 
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heroine: 

.. . the fictional linkage of sexual awakening with the receipt 
of great wealth implies a more subtle causality. Because the 
heroine adopts conventional female virtues, that is patience, 
sacrifice, and dependency, and because she submits to 
patriarchal needs, she consequently receives both the prince 
and a guarantee of social and financial security through 
marriage. Status and fortune never result from the female's 
self-exertion but from passive assimilation into her husband's 
sphere. (Rowe 21 7) 

As Rowe suggests, in a traditional fairy tale the heroine often must sacrifice 
her identity- and, more insidious, perhaps even her body - at the hands 
of a forceful, patriarchal society. "Passive assimilation" often is presented 
as the lesser of two evils; that is, the heroine would be better off if she 
assimilated into a male-dominated world than if she would continue to live 
as she has, usually in material poverty. 

Sarah Orne Jewett, in "A White Heron," uses each of these fairy tale 
conventions- the domestic role, the expectation of rescue, sexual awaken
ing, and material wealth - in unexpected and untraditional ways. In her 
fairy tale, Jewett adapts and intertwines the plot structures of "Little Red 
Riding Hood" and "Sleeping Beauty" to manipulate the readers' expecta
tions; the use of these plot structures creates the expectation of similar plot 
resolutions - something Jewett will not deliver. 

The Grimm Brothers' final version of "Little Red Cap" (published in 
1857) opens with Little Red Cap's mother warning her to stay on the path 
in the woods. As Little Red Cap enters the woods she meets the wolf, but she 
"did not know what a wicked sort of an animal he was and was not afraid of 
him." (110) They talk, and the wolf convinces Little Red Cap to wander off 
the path to collect flowers, giving him extra time to get to grandmother's 
house before Little Red Cap (ll 1). "A White Heron" (published in 1886) 
opens with Sylvia and her cow walking along a path into the woods; just as 
Little Red Cap's mother sends her on an errand, Sylvia's grandmother sends 
her each evening to bring the cow home (Jewett 112). Sylvia hears "a boy's 
whistle, determined, and somewhat aggressive" and tries to hide herself, but 
"the enemy" spots her and engages her in conversation (Jewett 113). Already 
the Grirnms' wolf and Jewett's ornithologist have been labeled "wicked" and 
"the enemy"; each label belongs to both. In contrast, however, are the 
reactions of Little Red Cap and Sylvia: Little Red Cap is innocent of the wolfs 
nature, but Sylvia has had frightening experiences with a "great red-faced 
boy" in the city and thus is fearful of the ornithologist (Jewett 113). Jewett's 
Sylvia treads cautiously near this threat. Another contrast in the two 
heroines' characterization falls under the domestic rubric: Little Red Cap 
readily accepts her duty to care for her grandmother, whereas Sylvia's 
primary task - to walk the cow home - is tied more closely to nature. 
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When the wolf reaches the unsuspecting grandmother's house, he 
tricks his way inside, promptly eats the grandmother, and then lays in wait 
for Little Red Cap (Grimm 112). Likewise, when the ornithologist reaches the 
grandmother's house in "A White Heron," a house Sarah Way Sherman 
suggests is similar to the one in "Little Red Riding Hood" (156), he readily 
takes advantage of her hospitality (Jewett 114). And just as the wolf 
disguised as the grandmother tries to convince Little Red Cap he truly is her 
grandmother so she would come nearer to him (Grimm 112), the ornitholo
gist attempts to win Sylvia's confidence so she would show him where the 
heron nests (Jewett 115-16). Two of the primary characteristics of tradi
tional fairy tales - se]0..lal awakening and money- come into play here, and 
once again Jewett begins by employing these traditional expectations only 
to alter their traditional outcome. After learning of Sylvia's affinity with 
nature, the ornithologist says, "'I can't think of anything I should like so 
much as to find that heron's nest .... I would give ten dollars to anybody 
who could show it to me"' (Jewett 115). The ornithologist couples this reward 
offer with his attention toward Sylvia over the next day: he gives her a jack
knife and treats her kindly (Jewett 115). The jack-knife and offer of ten 
dollars represent a breaking with fairy tale tradition: Jewett makes the offers 
of material wealth overt, not tacit as in most fairy tales. Usually, the 
implication is that the male, invariably a prince, has money; he does not have 
to mention that fact to win the heroine's hand. However, the implication 
remains that the heroine must co-opt herself and her values to gain the 
money; the fact that Jewett makes the offer obvious serves to illustrate the 
crass expectations a woman must meet. (Critic George Held suggests the 
ornithologist- and, by extension, the wolf - is "a sort of blithe Satan" who 
tempts Eve/Sylvia with the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge/money; he also 
suggests that "the Maine woods parallels the Garden of Eden" [63].) 

In the Grimm Brothers' "Brier Rose" (or "Sleeping Beauty"), the 
archetypal sexual awakening fairy tale, a spiteful wise woman casts a spell 
to make Brier Rose fall asleep for one-hundred years; after the time passes, 
a prince makes his way to the castle and kisses the sleeping Brier Rose. She 
awakens and looks at the prince "fondly"; they marry soon after (202-5). This 
fairy tale suggests a man's attention will awaken a woman's sexuality and 
that one look by a woman is enough for love. Sylvia follows the ornithologist 
around the day after they meet and "as the day waned, Sylvia still watched 
the young man with loving admiration. She had never seen anybody so 
charming and delightful; the woman's heart, asleep in the child, was vaguely 
thrilled by a dream oflove" (Jewett 116). "The woman's heart," Jewett tells 
us, has been awakened, but Sylvia's acquiescence to its desires, in an 
untraditional development, . does not immediately occur. She decides to 
climb the great pine to find the heron's nest, but a conflict remains: will her 
potential relationship with the ornithologist "sweep away the satisfactions 
of an existence heart to heart with nature" (Jewett 116)? Sylvia, the forest 
girl, would probably lose her nature identity if she pursued her blossoming 
feelings for the man. By acting on her new feelings and establishing a 
relationship with a man who kills birds, Sylvia would revert to the deterio
rating life she had in the city. 
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Sylvia's moment of epiphany - an unheard of among fairy tale 
heroines - comes when she has scaled the towering pine and the heron 
soars near her (Jewett 11 7 -18). Traditional fairy tale heroines do not have 
the opportunity to make the decision Sylvia makes; traditional heroines, 
once they have their sexual awakening, soon marry, thus melding the 
awakening with the acquisition of material wealth and the denial of 
independence. Sylvia cannot fall into this conventional trap, though she has 
one last temptation as she returns from her climb: she sees the ornithologist 
and knows that "he can make them rich with money; he has promised it, and 
they are poor now. He is so well worth making happy, and he waits to hear 
the story she can tell" (Jewett 118). But her moment of resolution had 
already come; even though he meets his fairy tale role by awakening Sylvia 
sexually, Jewett does not follow through with the conventions, thus empha
sizing Sylvia's independence and distinct identity. 

In "Little Red Cap," the wolf eats the girl and only a huntsman can 
rescue her and the grandmother from the wolfs stomach (Grimm 112-13). 
Little Red Cap, after the incident, thinks to herself, "Never again will you 
stray from the path by yourself and go into the forest ... " (Grimm 113). In 
this standard fairy tale fare, Little Red Cap is rescued by a man. Sylvia does 
not need to be rescued. In a sense, however, she actually rescues herself: 
her epiphany helps her realize the mistake she would make by revealing the 
heron's location, by betraying her nature (pun intended). Not only does 
Sylvia go into the forest - the forest is where she is at her best. 

The ornithologist, as both wolf and prince, does play a necessary part 
in Jewett's fairy tale: his presence awakens Sylvia to her true identity. As 
Sherman argues, 

Despite her ultimate rejection of him, not only is the hunter 
necessary to Sylvia's new consciousness but something of his 
presence is woven into its fabric. She takes his power and 
fuses it with her own feminine identity .... The prince wakens 
Sleeping Beauty to her sexuality . . . [and] through this 
experience our princess . . . returns to her kingdom as 
possessor and protector. (168) 

Thus, not only does the ornithologist awaken Sylvia's sexuality, he also is the 
inciting factor in her ultimate identification with nature. 

Traditional fairy tales, argues Lieberman, "serve to acculturate 
women to traditional social roles" (185). Jewett takes this concept and 
shatters itin "A White Heron." Using traditional fairytale plot structures and 
conventions as a base - primarily the domestic role of women, the 
expectation of rescue, sexual awakening, and material wealth - Jewett 
molds her own feminist fairy tale. Sylvia crumbles in the domesticated city 
but thrives in the wilderness. Though the ornithologist promises Sylvia 
money and eventually brings about her sexual awakening, Jewett does not 
allow Sylvia to compromise herself because of these facts; instead, Jewett 
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uses these incidents to bring Sylvia fully attuned to her true nature. "A White 
Heron" creates an alternative for fairy tale readers and provides a model for 
the feminist fairy tale writers of our century. 
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